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Abstract. This paper presents an Intelligent Corner project using a
ContextManager for coupling human action with physical material
and digital information. This paper focuses on multi-modal interaction
between human and tangible media in a ubiquitous computing
environment. A ContextManager is deployed for managing humancentric interaction and mediating computational tasks in an Intelligent
Corner. This experimental study integrates tangible user interface and
ubiquitous computing for users to experience multimedia presentation
in a rich and comprehensive environment.

1. Introduction
Multimedia technologies have been intensively used by designers to present
digital design work. In presentations, designers demonstrate design work via the
friendliest tools (i.e. Gestures, Voices, and Annotations) to express concepts and
ideas. There may be physical models, drawings, and interactive movie clips on
PDA, PC monitors, and wall-sized screens supporting different ways of digital
presentation. Multimedia has become an inevitable way for interacting with
human visually and acoustically. But using multimedia technologies, the
integration among human, computational devices and digital information has
become a difficult task since the interaction between them is getting more
complex. A challenge before us is to develop a human-centric interactive
environment that integrates ubiquitous multimedia and heterogeneous
computational devices for a rich and comprehensive presentation.
Ubiquitous computing has provided an opportunity to develop a pervasive,
yet invisible, intelligent environment for multimedia presentation. In this paper,
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we propose an Intelligent Corner where designers can interact with digital
information via ubiquitous yet manipulable computational devices. In Intelligent
Corner, we purpose a ContextManager to manage interaction between both
physical and digital representation in context. Intelligent Environments (IEs)
have been widely discussed making the complexities of executing low-level
commands embedded in human-centric computational environments (Coen,
1998) (Brooks et al., 1999) (Dertouzos, 2001). Multi-Agent Systems are
developed to meet the computational needs for distributed computing in
intelligent environments (Coen et al.,1999). Context-sensing network draws the
special attentions on sensor technology and distributed computing for contextaware applications (Dey, 1999). Tools for capturing voices and annotations in
design processes allow synchronized playback (Gross, 2001). Tangible user
interfaces (Ullmer and Ishii, 2001) and multi-modal systems (Coen, 2000)
integrate the cross-modal interaction that is human-centric for the direct
interaction with physical material. In this paper, we explore human-centric
interaction in a ubiquitous computing environment for users to experience
multimedia presentation. The objective of ContextManager is to manage
interaction events between human, artifacts, and multimedia.

2. A Conceptual Framework
In this paper, we take a human-centric approach to developing an Intelligent
Corner, allowing people to use gestures, voices, annotations and other physical
actions to interact with digital information. To characterize such an Intelligent
Corner, we propose a conceptual framework for better understanding of
technological engaged practices in multimedia presentation. In figure 1, an
Intelligent Corner is composed of three components:

Figure 1. Characteristics of an Intelligent Corner

1. Physical objects Physical objects exist in a static form in the physical
environment (i.e. wall, desk, stone…)
2. Digital information Digital information is as multimedia for digital design
presentation through visual displays, graphical representation, and
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video/audio…etc.
3. Characters There are two fundamental levels of Characters: artifacts in the
physical world and genii in the digital world. Artifacts can be classified into
three categories: digital devices, neutral devices, and metaphor devices.
Digital devices are connected to PCs for multimodal inputs and multimedia
outputs. Neutral devices (i.e. PCs, PDA) are driven functionality
dynamically due to the computational tasks but do nothing if no tasks given.
Metaphor devices are visual metaphors (Dourish, 2001) interacting with
human actions directly. Software agents manage the input data and
commands internally (i.e. Markup Agent for annotations and Voice Agent
for speech recognition). Distributed services are software functions that
serve the computational needs from remote servers.

Figure 2. Concept of an Intelligent Corner

In Intelligent Corners, human acts on the physical part of a Character, as
illustrated in figure 2. These kinds of actions are explicit interaction events that
could be imposed by physical actions (i.e. touching the screen, moving or
rotating a joystick) or multi-modal actions (i.e. talking with microphone,
walking around, and sitting on the table). An external interaction event triggers
computational services to an event network between Characters. The
computational service events are implicit (i.e. execute low-level commands or
operations) that occur internally (i.e. open the projector, display an image file,
and play music). An interaction event will result in an event chain-reaction in
background in order to make better user experiences in Intelligent Corners.

3. Intelligent Corner
Intelligent Corners is to explore the human-centric interactions for better user
experiences in multimedia presentation. Some experimental studies are taken in
a human-centric approach. First, physical models and drawings made into
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tangible user interfaces are the most familiar way for designers to interact.
Secondly, characteristic of each Character has been created in a scenario for
presentation. Thirdly, an integrated design of physical and virtual spaces is set
up as Intelligent Corner prototype.
3.1 TANGIBLE USER INTERFACE

Figure 3. Physical Models and Drawings are used as metaphors for designers

Tangible user interfaces employ physical artifacts both as representations and
controls for computation media (Ullmer and Ishii, 2001). The direct
manipulation interface is to explicitly represent the object that users will deal
with and to allow users to operate on these objects directly (Dourish, 2001).
Physical models and drawings are used as tangible interfaces for designers to
interact with digital information in a comprehensive way. As shown in figure
3(Left), we created a device that consists of physical model and a joystick used
for a concept that serves what you move (the model physically) is what you saw
(in the monitor digitally). In figure 3(Right), there’s a drawing installed on an
optical mouse that serves the concept of cutting sections (on the physical
drawing) and seeing spaces (in the monitor). We generate 3D models and
interactive mechanisms coupling the physical artifacts with multimedia. These
kinds of tangible user interfaces allow users to experience directly in a
metaphorical way.
3.2 SETTING UP CHARACTERS

Physical models, drawings and interactive movie clips on PDA, PC Monitor,
and the wall-size screen support different ways of presentation. A scenario has
been developed for multimedia presentation to give specific characteristic to
each Character. As illustrated in figure 4, tangible interfaces are connected to
3D models for VR simulation and navigation. The interactive multimedia
movies meet the needs for designers to present digital design work.
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Figure 4. Tangible interface as metaphors leads to a rich and comprehensive presentation

3.3 INTEGRATED DESIGN OF PHYSICAL AND VIRTUAL SPACES

A user experiences direct interaction with the qualities of action-Direct
Manipulation and the subjective response-Direct Engagement (Laurel, 1993).
Since multimedia has become an inevitable way for us to interact visually and
acoustically. Some spatial settings in Intelligent Corner are set for multimedia
presentations. As illustrated in Figure 5, direct interaction is promoted to occur
on physical artifacts through direct manipulation on metaphor devices. Software
agents will perform tasks for multimedia presentation to switch on/off visual
displays or sound effects on digital devices. Through the manipulation on
physical objects we can interact with digital information via ubiquitous
computational devices around us.

Figure 5. Interacting with digital information through direct manipulation.
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4. A ContextManager
In Intelligent Corners, pervasive computational devices (i.e. Notebook PC,
Projector, Tablet PC, PDA…etc.) are deployed and integrated into an event
network. Through the direct manipulation on devices physically, we purpose
that the other devices will generate peripheral digital information in return.
When interactions among system components are getting complex, resource
management has become an essential part (Coen, 1999). We propose a
ContextManager as one of the Characters to manage the event network in
background serving two purposes. First, ContextManager captures events that
occurred externally by multi-modal inputs or physical actions on tangible user
interfaces. Secondly, ContextManager manages service events internally to
execute low-level commands or operations.
4.1 MULTI-MODAL INTERACTION

In Intelligent Corner, designers demonstrate digital design work via gestures,
voices, and annotations to evoke each software agent to perform tasks. The
ContextManager is taking control of a multi-agent system that is responsible for
multi-modal input, including:
1. Voice Agent for recognizing keywords input and executing Play commands
such as launch a Media file. Voice inputs via Microphone and video outputs
via AV projector.
2. Markup Agent for annotating on a transparent window overlapping drawings
via electronic pen on TouchPad.
3. Tracking Agent for recognizing gestures and executing View commands such
as Zoom-In, Zoom-Out. Motion tracking inputs via WebCams.
4. Recording Agent for recording video, audio via Digital Video camera.
4.2 SOCIAL SETTINGS IN CONTEXT

During the presentation, the ContextManager captures how the digital design
project has been presented according to human actions on artifacts and multimodal inputs. Then, presentation will be partitioned and re-activated if
interaction events occurred.
We use ContextManager to capture events and re-cast them in sequence to
make user experience the sequential events occurred before. This pre-definition
addresses that some social logics may not be always implicit in context. We can
pre-define social rules in the event network.
In general, the ContextManager will mark human actions events in
background and also be responsible for orchestrating service events to enhance
multimedia presentation, classifying related multimodal interaction, and reorganizing service events due to information embedded.
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4.4 THE IMPLEMENTATION

Figure 6. ContextManager deals with inputs from tangible user interface and outputs to
digital devices.

As illustrated in figure 6, the ContextManager deals with the multimodal inputs
from tangible user interfaces and multimedia outputs to digital devices.
Internally, the ContextManager consists of three tiers:
1. Integration tier This tier integrates the multimodal inputs and digital
representations. Microsoft Agent is used for speech recognition input and
text-to-speech output. Flash movies are used for multimedia integration (i.e.
3D models, interactive movie clips, graphical display and music). We
encapsulate them into ActiveX Objects as COM components embedded in
the Window applications.
2. Application tier This tier that performs the most low-level commands and
operations to handle the data from ActiveX Objects and store it into a remote
database. This tie generates and transfers XML to remote server, and
receives events as XML into database.
3. Service tier This tier manages the event network (i.e. action events,
interaction events and service events) to each specific Digital devices using
XML as communication protocol in a client-server relationship.
ContextManager captures and manages the interaction events in XML.
Multimedia expressions are represented as XML tags with extensibility, and
structural representation (i.e. <Rotate_X>3D Model </Rotate_X>). Each
character deals with XML I/O as service events. ContextManager is
implemented by C# which is deployed and performing computational tasks in a
server.

5. Discussion/Future Work
An Intelligent Corner is attempted to provide a new way to present digital
design work by coupling tangible user interfaces in a ubiquitous computational
environment. We take a human-centric approach to managing interactions
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between human, artifacts, and multimedia. A ContextManager is deployed for
monitoring human action on physical artifacts and for casting computational
service events in background. Through the direct manipulation in touch and
direct engagement in context, users can experience digital design directly in a
comprehensive way. We also found that some social activities occurred that is
related to the settings we defined in ContextManager. In the Intelligent Corner
prototype, we conclude that a ContextManager is an efficient way to integrate
and facilitate multi-modal interaction and multimedia presentation in a humancentric computational environment. The future work of Intelligent Corner
project is to make it distributed and connected between architectural spaces.
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